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Let k, be a finite extension field of the rational numbers, and assume k, has at 
least two Z,-extensions. Assume that at least one Z,extension K/k,, has Iwasawa 
invariant p = 0, and let L be the composite of K and some other Z,-extension of k,. 
In this paper we find an upper bound for the number of Z,-extensions of k, 
contained in L with nonzero ,u. 
1. INTR~DuCTI~N 
Let I be a rational prime and Z, the ring of I-adic integers. Let k, be a 
finite extension field of the rational numbers Q, and let K be a Z,-extension 
of k, (i.e., Gal(K/k,) is topologically isomorphic to,the additive group of Z,). 
Then k,ck,ck,c-..ck,,c--. c K, where kn/ko is a cyclic extension of 
degree I”, and K = U pzO k, . Let A ,, denote the l-class group of k, for each n. 
It is known that the order of A, satisfies IA,] = P with e, = Ln + ,ul” + u for 
all sufficiently large n, where 1, ~1, v (which are called the Iwasawa invariants 
of K/k,) are rational integers with L > 0 and p > 0 (cf. [6]). Iwasawa has 
conjectured that p= 0 for the “cyclotomic” Z,-extension K/k,, (that is, K is 
contained in the field obtained by adjoining all I-power roots of unity to k,), 
but Iwasawa showed that ,U > 0 for certain other Z,-extensions (cf. [7]). 
Recently Ferrer0 and Washington (see [3]) proved that p = 0 for the 
cyclotomic Z,-extensions K/k,, when k, is an abelian extension of Q. 
However, our knowledge of noncyclotomic Z,-extension is less well 
developed. 
Greenberg [5] has studied the set of all Z,-extensions of a given number 
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field k, and shown that, in certain situations, the p-invariant is bounded on 
this set. We let F be the composite of all Z,-extensions of k,. It is known that 
Gal(F/k,) z Zf’, where rz + 1 ( d < [k,,: Q] and rz is the number of complex 
archimedean primes of k, (cf. [6]). We now suppose that k, is chosen so that 
d > 2, and we let L be the composite of two Z,-extensions of k,. So 
Gal(L/k,) E Zf, and there are infinitely many Z,-extensions of k, contained 
in L, each being the fixed field of a subgroup of Gal(L/k,) isomorphic to Z,. 
In [ 11, Babaicev showed that ,u is bounded on the set of Z,-extensions of k, 
contained in L, and moreover, if ,U = 0 for one Z,-extension of k, contained 
in L, then ,U = 0 for all but finitely many Z,-extensions of k, contained in L. 
In this paper we shall show how to find an explicit upper bound for the 
number of Z,-extensions of k, contained in L with nonzero ,u, assuming ,u = 0 
for at least one Z,-extension of k, contained in L. Our results will also 
generalize a result of Bloom (cf. [2]), which we shall describe later. We now 
state our main result. 
THEOREM 1. Let k, be a finite extension Jeld of Q, and assume k, has 
at least two Z,-extensions. Assume that at least one Z,-extension K/k, 
satisfies ,u(K/k,) = 0, and let L be the composite of K and some other Z,- 
extension K’ of k,: Assume only finitely many primes of K ramifv in L/K, 
and let s denote this Jnite number. If M is the maximal abelian unramified 
extension of K with exponent I, let r = dim,,(Gal(M/K)), where F, is the 
finite field of 1 elements. (Note that r is finite since p(K/k,) = 0.) rf t denotes 
the number of Z,-extensions of k, contained in L with nonzero 1, then 
t<r+s- 1. 
Remark. In [2], Bloom shows that t < 1 when r = s = 1. 
Remark. Let k, be an abelian extension of Q with at least two Z,- 
extensions. Let K be the cyclotomic Z,-extension of k,. As mentioned earlier, 
Ferrer0 and Washington proved ,that ,u(K/k,) = 0. Also since there are only 
finitely many primes above 1 in K, and since only primes above 1 can ramify 
in a Z,-extension, it follows that only finitely many primes of K ramify in 
L/K, where L is the composite of K and some other Z,-extension of k,. So 
the conditions of Theorem 1 are satisfied in this case. 
Remark. The requirement that only finitely many primes of K ramify in 
L/K is not very restrictive. In fact, the only way infinitely many primes can 
ramify in L/K is if some prime above 1 in k, splits completely in K/kO, and 
then those primes above it in K ramify in L/K. Since there are only finitely 
many primes above 1 in k,, there are only finitely many Z,-extensions K of 
k, contained in L such that infinitely many primes of K ramify in L. Now 
from Babaicev’s result (cf. [l]), if ,U = 0 for one Z,-extension of k, contained 
in L, then ,u = 0 for infinitely many Z,-extensions of k, contained in L. So if 
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infinitely many primes ramify in L/K, we may choose some other K with 
,u(K/k,) = 0 and with only linitely many primes of K ramifying in L/K. 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
We let the notation be the same as in Section 1. To prove Theorem 1, we 
note that it suffices to prove that L contains at most r + s - 1 Z,-extensions 
of k,, disjoint from K, with nonzero ~1. Indeed, if L contained r + s Z,- 
extensions K1,..., K,,, with nonzero ,u, then lJf,‘S (K n KJ = k, for some m. 
Then by replacing k, by k, and K’ by k,K’ in Theorem 1, we would have 
r + s Z,-extensions k,K, ,..., k,K,,, of k,, disjoint from K, with nonzero ,u. 
So by changing the base field if necessary, we need only consider Z,- 
extensions of k, contained in L, disjoint from K, with nonzero ,u. 
Now we let G = Gal(L/k,) z Zf, and we let u and r be topological 
generators for G. Then each Z,-extension of k, contained in L is the fixed 
field of the subgroup of G topologically generated by aaf for some 
a, b E Z,. We note that 1 cannot divide both a and b. (Otherwise G/(&‘) 
would not be isomorphic to Z,.) By choosing generators for G in an 
appropriate way, we may assume that K is the tixed field of (7) and that the 
Z,-extensions of k,, disjoint from K, are the fixed fields of (~7~) for b E Z,. 
We let N (resp., M) be the maximal abelian unramified extension of L 
(resp., K) with exponent 1. We note that N/k,, and M/k, are Galois. If 
X= Gal(N/L), then X is a normal subgroup of Gal(N/k,), and 
Gal(N/k,)/Xs G. Thus G acts on X by conjugation, and we may view X as 
an F,[G] module. Since F,[G] is isomorphic to the power series ring 
F,[[S, Tl with the identifications CI CI 1 + S and 7 tt 1 + T, we may consider 
X as a module over F,[S, Tl, and hence over F,[sl and over F,[Tl. 
LEMMA 1. X is a finitely generated F,[TB module. Moreover, the number 
of generators needed for X as an F,[Ti module is at most r + s - 1, where r 
and s are defined in Theorem 1. 
Proof. We first note that X is a finitely generated F,[Tl module if and 
only if X/TX is finite. Now recall that G acts on X by conjugation. Then 
since T corresponds to 7 - 1 and Gal(L/K) = (r), it is not difftcult to see 
using group-theoretic arguments that TX is the commutator subgroup of 
Gal(N/K). So if N, is the fixed field of TX, then N, is the maximal abelian 
extension of K contained in N. Then it suffices to show that Gal(N,/L) is 
finite with at most r + s - 1 generators since Gal(N,/L) r X/TX. Let I be 
the subgroup of Gal(N,/K) generated by the inertia groups of the primes of 
K that ramify in N,/K. Since exactly s primes of K ramify in L, and since 
N,/L is unramified, then exactly s primes of K ramify in N,/K. So Z requires 
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at most s generators, since each inertia group of a prime ramifying in N,/K 
is isomorphic to Z,. Also Gal(N,/K)/I requires I generators since Gal(M/K) 
requires r generat6rs. Thus Gal(N,/K) z Z, @ FY, where u < r + s - 1, and 
hence Gal(N,/L) z FY, which completes the proof of Lemma 1. 
Le R = F,[lm. Since X is a finitely generated module over the principal 
ideal domain R, then X E RW @ tar(X), where 0 < w  < r + s - 1 and tar(X) 
is the R torsion submodule of X. We note that tar(X) is also an F,[S, TJJ 
module since S(tor(X)) c tar(X), and then X/tar(X) is an F,[S, rl module. 
So if Y =X/tar(X), then Y is an F,[S, rg module which is also a free R 
module with w  generators, 0 < w  < r + s - 1. So we have the following 
result. 
LEMMA 2. Let Y = X/tar(X), where tar(X) is the R torsion submodule of 
X. Zf w=rank Yas afree R module, then w<r+s- 1. 
Now let y, ,..., y, be a basis for Y over R. Then Syj = Cr=, Qiiyi for some 
aii E R. Let A be the w  x w matrix [aij]. Next let K, be a Z,-extension of k, 
contained in L, disjoint from K, with p(K,/k,) # 0. Recall that K, is the 
fixed field of @*I) for some b, E Z,. Since p(K,/k,) # 0, then X/(ar”~ - 1) X 
is infinite, and hence Y/(crr”l - 1) Y is infinite. So urbl - 1 annihilates a 
nontrivial R submodule Y, of Y. (Note: If the R submodule annihilated by 
08’~ - 1 were trivial, then Y and (ar” I - 1) Y would have the same rank over 
R, and Y/(cr*I - 1) Y would be finite instead of infinite.) Now 
O=(c+- l)z= [(I +S)(1 + T)*a- 112 
for each z E Y,. Then 
AZ = sz = [(l + z-)*1- l] z 
for all z E Yi. Thus (1 + T)-*l- 1 is an eigenvalue of the w  x w matrix A. 
So if K, is the fixed field of (ur*l) and p(K,/k,) # 0, then (1 + T)-*j - 1 is 
an eigenvalue of A. Since A can have at most w  distinct eigenvalues, there 
are at most w  Z,-extensions of k, contained in L, disjoint from K, with 
nonzero ,u. Since w  < r + s - 1, the proof of Theorem 1 is complete. 
3. SPECIAL CASES 
Let k, be a quadratic extension of Q. If k, is real quadratic, then it is 
known that there is only one Z,-extension K of k,, namely, the cyclotomic 
Z,-extension of k,. Then from [3], p(K/K,) = 0. 
Now suppose k, is imaginary quadratic. Then the composite L of all Z,- 
extensions of k, satisfies Gal(L/k,) E Zf. Let K be the cyclotomic Z,- 
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extension of k,. Then ,@/k,,) = 0, and there are exactly one or two primes 
of k, above 1. Assume If 2. If there is exactly one prime of k, above 1, that 
prime ramifies totally in K/k,, and then only one prime of K ramifies in 
L/K. So s = 1. If there are two primes of k, above I,. then both primes ramify 
totally in K/k,, and using local class field theory, one sees that L/K is 
unramified. So s = 0 in this case. Next, when l# 2, it is known that r = L, 
where k = I(K/k,) (cf. 141). Also I > 1 when there are two primes of k, 
above 1. Hence we have the following result. 
COROLLARY 1. Let k, be an imaginary quadratic field, and let K be the 
cyclotomic Z,-extension of k,, where I# 2. Let A= 12(K/k,,). Then the number 
of Z,-extensions K’ of k, with ,u(K’/k,) # 0 is at most ,I tythere is exactly one 
prime of k, above 1, and at most A - 1 when there are two primes of k, above 
1. 
Remark. A slightly more complicated result can be obtained when l= 2. 
COROLLARY 2. Let k, = Q(&), where <t is a primitive lth root of unity. 
Let L be the composite of two Z,-extensions of k,, one of which is the 
cyclotomic Z ,-extenion K of k, . Assume 1 does not divide the class number of 
the maximal real subfield of k,. Then the number of Z,-extensions K’ of k, 
contained in L with ,u(K’/k,) # 0 is at most A, where I = n(K/k,). 
Proof: There is only one prime of K above 1. So s = 1. Furthermore, if 1 
does not divide the class number of the maximal real subfield of k,, then it is 
known that r = 1 (cf. [4]). Hence the desired result follows from Theorem 1. 
Remark. For 1 < 125,000, it is known that 1 does not divide the class 
number of the maximal real subfield of k,, and 1 satisfies /A,/ = l’, where A, 
is the l-class group of k,. 
Remark. One can construct examples in which every Z,-extension has 
,u + 0. The work of Carroll and Kisilevsky [8] allows one to find composites 
where infinitely many primes split completely, and following Iwasawa (71, 
one sees that a change of base field provides the above-mentioned examples. 
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